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the landing vehicle tracked lvt was a class of amphibious warfare vehicle a small landing craft introduced
by the united states navy marine corps and army during world war ii originally intended solely as cargo
carriers for ship to shore operations they rapidly evolved into assault troop and fire support vehicles as
well the lvt mark i was the first military model traveling at a respectable six knots in the water and
twelve mph on land it could deliver twenty four fully equipped assault troops to the beach though it was
only intended for delivering supplies inland until wheeled vehicles could be brought ashore the lvt could
supply supporting fire from two 30 cal m1919 browning machine guns many lvts were refitted prior to
the tarawa landing to hold two 50 cal browning heavy machine guns forward with the 30 cal guns aft the
vehicle was not armored and its thin steel hull offered virtually no protection although prior to tarawa
some vehicles received nine mm of armor plating to the cab the lvt s tracks performed well on sand but
not on tough surfaces the rigid suspension threw tracks and roller bearings corroded in salt water proper
maintenance of the new machine was often an issue as few marines were trained to work on it and early
models suffered frequent breakdowns the lvt mark ii featured new powertrain and torsilastic suspension
the aluminium track grousers were bolted on making changes much easier since they wore out quickly
on land and more so on coral hard terrain performance was much better compared to the lvt mark i
created in 1944 this technical manual reveals a great deal about the lvt s design and capabilities
intended as a manual for those charged with operation and maintenance it details many aspects of its
engine cooling fuel powertrain and other systems originally labeled restricted this manual was
declassified long ago and is here reprinted in book form care has been taken to preserve the integrity of
the text
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during wwii various u s military agencies produced catalogues of equipment to fill the gaps left by the
official war department manuals which led to inconsistent data appearing in different sources in order to
standardize information and properly catalogue all the equipment the u s ordnance department put
together a master guide published here as the american arsenal all the information was checked and
authenticated by reference to ordnance committee minutes and similar authorities no other single source
provides so much accurate and authentic detail on u s weapons ammunition vehicles and other combat
equipment with an authoritative explanation of their development and introduction processes profusely
illustrated with over 900 photographs and drawings the facts and figures are set in context in the
introduction by weapons expert ian v hogg this is an invaluable reference work for those interested in the
military equipment of wwii
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f ed up beyond all recognition takes a frank look at the slang used by men on the ground and shows how
they managed to retain their sense of humor black though it may have been page 4 of cover

List and Index of War Department Publications
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an entertaining book detailing the military slang of world war ii the soldier slang of world war ii was as
colourful as it was evocative it could be insulting pessimistic witty and even defeatist from spam bashers
to passion wagons and roof pigs to hell s ladies the world war ii fighting man was never short of words to
describe the people and events in his life fubar f ed up beyond all recognition takes a frank look at the
british commonwealth american german japanese and russian slang used by the men on the ground and
shows how even in the heat of battle they somehow managed to retain their sense of humour black
though it might have been
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battlefields have been the object of fascination for millions of tourists and the subjects of elaborate
interpretation projects this volume will outline the process and results of developing the wwii maritime
heritage trail battle of saipan project this book will provide examples of how a group of archaeologists
managers and a community took a specific battle and transformed it from a collection of unknown
archaeological sites into a comprehensive storied battlescape that reflects the individuals and actions of
those who were involved it will provide an in depth view of current maritime archaeological research on
submerged battlefield sites the development of a wwii battlefield maritime heritage trail as well as the
problems and solutions of such an effort it will cover subjects such as heritage and dark tourism conflict
or battlefield archaeology public interpretation and community engagement this volume will serve as a
practical review of a project influenced by a range of complementary areas of study and inclusive of
many stakeholders from the public to the professional and beyond it provides an example of a balanced
approach towards research and interpreting archaeological sites through the identification and inclusion
of the various stakeholders professional and community and an awareness of what was being included
ignored or inadequately represented in the research and interpretation
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in diesem buch sind alle militärischen fahrzeuge der vereinigten staaten bis 1952 aufgeführt darunter
finden sich sowohl autos als auch panzer busse und anhänger in grafischer darstellung und mit
aufführung aller wichtiger daten es handelt sich hierbei um eine englischsprachige ausgabe mit
enyklopädischem charakter
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inch on was probably the most significant campaign in the korean theater as well as being the last major
amphibious assault of division size conducted in the history of warfare the odds were stacked against the
us troops with virtually no time for training and many of the divisions unprepared for the conflict the
success of the inch on campaign is a testament to the sheer initiative of the officers and ncos conducted
it this book details the strategy and tactics that led to the operation s success as well as narrating the
experience of the battle in fascinating detail
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the entry of the us into world war ii provided the allies with the industrial might to finally take the war to
german and japanese forces across the world central to this was the focus of the american military
industrial complex on the manufacture of tanks and armoured fighting vehicles between 1939 and 1945
88 140 tanks and 18 620 other armored vehicles were built almost twice the number that germany and
great britain combined were able to supply in this lavishly illustrated volume armour expert michael
green examines the dizzying array of machinery fielded by the us army from the famed m4 sherman m3
stuart and m3 lee through to the half tracks armored cars self propelled artillery tank destroyers armored
recovery vehicles and tracked landing vehicles that provided the armoured fist that the allies needed to
break axis resistance in europe and the pacific publishing in paperback for the first time and packed with
historical and contemporary colour photography this encyclopedic new study details the design
development and construction of these vehicles their deployment in battle and the impact that they had
on the outcome of the war
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1945

over the beach written by historian and retired army colonel donald w boose jr is the definitive history of
the extensive but little known us army amphibious operations during the korean war 1950 1953 building
on its extensive experience in world war ii the army conducted three major landing operations during the
war including the assault at inchon in september 1950 after the massive chinese attacks two months
later the army executed a series of amphibious withdrawals as it fell back to more defensible positions
farther down the peninsula throughout the war the army also conducted a number of massive and
complex over the shore logistical operations as well as several amphibious special operations along the
korean littoral colonel boose s work commissioned by damo odg operations and technology office
provides the historical context for any subsequent amphibious operations on the korean peninsula as
such this thought provoking study may provide insights to modern planners crafting future joint or
combined operations in that part of the world publisher s description
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an alphabetical arrangement of the ships of the continental and united states navies with a historical
sketch of each one

The Shipbuilding Business in the U.S.A
2017-03-13

filled with 1 72 scale drawings of armored vehicles from the u s britain canada and russia

FUBAR
2011-03-15

this latest volume in anthony tucker joness series of photographic histories of armored warfare records in
graphic detail the role played by tanks infantry fighting vehicles and self propelled artillery during the
decisive campaign in northwest europe in 1944 5 in a sequence of over 200 archive photographs he
shows how american british canadian and polish armored divisions spearheaded the assault on the third
reich and how the wehrmacht mounted a desperate armored defense tanks were required to operate in
the dust of normandy the mud and waters of the scheldt and rhine rivers and the snows of the ardennes
and the forests of germany a succession of crucial armored engagements was fought during the d day
landings operation goodwood and the struggle for the bourgubus ridge the falaise pocket the seine
crossing arnhem the german attack in the ardennes the rhine crossing in the reichswald and during the
rearguard actions and the last ditch tank battles fought by the panzers in the ruhr before the german
surrender anthony tucker joness photographic survey of the ultimate tank battles of the second world
war illustrates the range of armored fighting vehicles that were developed during the conflict and it
features the specialized vehicles deployed in europe for the first time such as the buffalo dukw weasel
and terrapin

FUBAR F***ed Up Beyond All Recognition
1949

søgeord ambulancestøtte transporttjeneste trainet trænet transportopgaver engelske hær s historie
british army ambulancetjeneste terminaltjeneste landtransport lufttransport søtransport støtte logistik
faglig tjeneste england storbritannien forsyningstropper forsyningstjeneste træn baor british territorial
army kuwait Ørkenkrigsførelse iraq tank transport operationer tank transport støtte vesttyskland berlin
airlift malaya borneo malta libyen kenya gurkhas belize

Staff Officers' Field Manual, Organization, Technical, and
Logistical Data
1945

described by one soldier as a metal box designed by a sadist to move soldiers across the water the
landing craft infantry was a large beaching craft intended to deliver an infantry company to a hostile
shore once the beachhead was secured the lci and its vehicle delivery counterpart the landing ship
medium were widely used by the allies during world war ii later the hulls of these ships were used as the
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basis for a fire support ship while the landing ships were phased out after the korean war some fire
support craft remained in use throughout the vietnam war this book tells the developmental and
operational history of this important tool of american amphibious military strategy that spanned three
wars
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the united states marine corps came into its own in the pacific islands campaign against japan in world
war ii from guadalcanal to okinawa us marines formed the tip of the spear as allied forces sought to push
the japanese back to their home islands this fascinating study tracks the deployments of the various
marine divisions throughout the war and explains their composition but also goes deeper to detail the
individual regiments the focus of the marines identity and pride it explains the organization of the marine
infantry regiment and its equipment and how they evolved during the war the marine infantryman s
evolving uniforms field equipment and weapons are illustrated throughout using specially commissioned
artwork and detailed descriptions to produce a fitting portrait of the us military s elite fighting force in the
pacific

Underwater Archaeology of a Pacific Battlefield
1953

by the spring of 1945 the allies were sweeping all before them in the pacific war against japan and a
series of victories had reclaimed many of the islands and territories seized by the imperial japanese
forces in the early months of the war the dark days of humiliating defeat were far behind the unstoppable
allied juggernaut victory was now assured the question was where the last battle would be fought that
place was the island of okinawa this book details the struggle for the island as us marines and army units
battled determined japanese defenders in the last battle of world war ii
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American Tanks & AFVs of World War II
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Over the Beach
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Armoured Warfare in Northwest Europe, 1944–1945
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The Story of the Royal Army Service Corps and Royal Corps of
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The Battles of Cape Esperance, 11 October 1942 and Santa
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